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design-expert plus 6 is a powerful tool for high-throughput process, mixture or component design. we now offer a free version for the design-expert user - unrestricted use of the software for up to four hours. the free full version includes all features. download the free trial via the components tab of the application home page.
alternatively, you can also register free of charge with the download button on the right-hand side of the page. design-expert plus 6 includes a wide range of tools for process, mixture and component design. we now offer a free version for the design-expert user - unrestricted use of the software for up to four hours. the free
full version includes all features. the free trial version restricts the use to only a few of the options. download the free trial via the components tab of the application home page. alternatively, you can also register free of charge with the download button on the right-hand side of the page. for most tasks, highscore plus is
integrated as a standard pane in design-expert. wherever appropriate, you can use the entire program for more extensive tasks. in particular, the software holds an advanced data handling for more than one parameter, as well as a stand-alone online database. for product development or the optimization of process
parameters the advanced object-oriented data handling with the rietveld method and profiling enables quantification of a single-phase or multi-phase sample. the online database with the rietveld method enables the automated analysis of single-phase and multi-phase samples, as well as the visualization and comparison of
sample profiles with and without the rietveld method.
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the visual optimization functions chembiomap, chempointmap, chem2d and eclypsia let you survey compound and process spaces and optimize them for the properties you require. the resulting maps can be imported into design-expert. in your quest for new liquid-phase processing methods, design-expert helps you to
explore the effects of temperature, pressure and concentration changes on reaction yield. you can also use design-expert to study the stability and solubility of all of your solutes. the scoring sheet includes the optimal conditions for the components to improve reaction yield. this allows you to quickly evaluate reaction yields
in different processing conditions and find the best performance. or, in tandem with the regression analysis function, you can automate the search for optimal reaction conditions. data mining is the application of statistical learning techniques to analyze huge databases and extract trends. using design-expert as your head

honcho makes it possible to search through a wide database for the compounds that form the desired compounds, which you can also query on a structure-by-structure basis. what will you be able to do when you have learned all of this? youll be able to perfectly optimize your reactions or pick the best dosing of your
ingredients using design-expert. prepare your product for manufacturing: change the recipe and then verify the optimal settings before you create a batch. make one constant to keep everything consistent, and to more easily control your process and its outcome, all this is done easily within the software. setup fim for shape

recognition and you can automate your process. double-check your gloss, and even create whole-experiments such as stability and shear-rate experiments. customize your interfaces and then manage your water- and air-flow and execute your experiments. it is all a cinch with design-expert. 5ec8ef588b
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